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Chinese Festival Culture Series-- The Sister
Rice Festival
2015-02-28

the sister rice festival is a big day for miao people in china and miao
people exchange gifts and bid well wishes in the festival this book
introduces the origin dissemination traditions of the sister rice festival
in detail festivals of ethnic minorities in china are less popular in the
main towns but arouse the interests of those who love to explore off the
beaten track this book explores a rich and diverse ethnic festival which
is away from the mainstream the book tells many epic legends and
touching stories behind the festival to make the book more enticing a
routine festival becomes vivid and colorful after being polished by its
everlasting tales contentsthe long history of sister rice festivallet s go to
sister rice festivalmy sister rice festivalobjects and activities of sister
rice festivalcultural interpretation of sister rice festival the book
includes illustrations tables and graphics

The Culture Series of Iain M. Banks
2015-03-18

this critical history of iain m banks culture novels covers the series from
its inception in the 1970s to the the hydrogen sonata 2012 published
less than a year before banks death it considers banks origins as a
writer the development of his politics and ethics his struggles to become
a published author his eventual success with the wasp factory 1984 and
the publication of the first culture novel consider phlebas 1987 his 1994
essay a few notes on the culture is included along with a range of
critical responses to the 10 culture books he published in his lifetime
and a discussion of the series status as utopian literature banks was a
complex man both in his everyday life and on the page this work aims at
understanding the culture series not only as a fundamental contribution
to science fiction but also as a product of its creator s responses to the
turbulent times he lived in

China
1990-09-01
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describes such aspects of vietnamese culture as theater music and
dance architecture religion festivals and foods

Vietnam
2002

this book presents a study of the figure of the stranger in us latinx
literary and cultural forms ranging from contemporary novels through
essays to film and transborder art activism the focus on this abject
figure is twofold first to explore its potential to expose the processes of
othering to which latinxs are subjected and second to foreground its
epistemic response to neocolonial structures and beliefs thus this book
draws on relevant sociological literature on the stranger to unveil the
political and social processes behind the recognition of latinxs as out of
place on the other hand and most importantly this volume follows the
path of neo cosmopolitan approaches to bring to the fore processes of
interrelatedness interaction and conviviality that run counter to
criminalizing discourses around latinxs through an engagement with
these theoretical tenets the goal of this book is to showcase the role of
the latinx stranger as a cosmopolitan mediator that transforms walls
into bridges

Class in Culture
2008

divided into three parts this book examines the relationship between law
and culture from various perspectives both theoretical and empirical
part i outlines the framework for further considerations and includes
new innovative conceptualizations of two ideas that are essential to the
topic of law and culture legal culture and customary law both of these
reappear later in the more empirically oriented chapters of parts ii and
iii part ii includes chapters on the relationships between law customs
and culture drawing heavily on the tradition and achievements of the
anthropology of law and touching on important problems of
multiculturalism legal pluralism and cultural defense it focuses on the
more intangible meaning of culture while part iii addresses its more
material tangible aspects and the issue of cultural production as well as
its intersection with law
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Cosmopolitan Strangers in US Latinx
Literature and Culture
2023-03-30

不平等の拡大 強権政治の台頭で リベラリズムが機能不全の今 注目の政治学者があらゆる問題を検証し 失敗の原因と是正をさぐる

Law and Culture
2021-10-28

since in the current global environmental and climate crisis east asia
will play a major role in negotiating solutions it is vital to understand
east asian cultural variations in approaching and solving environmental
challenges in the past present and future the interdisciplinary volume
nature environment and culture in east asia the challenge of climate
change edited by carmen meinert explores how cultural patterns and
ideas have shaped a specific understanding of nature how local and
regional cultures develop ed coping strategies to adapt to environmental
and climatic changes in the past and in the present and how various
institutions and representatives might introduce their ideas and agendas
in future environmental and climate policies on national levels and in
international negotiating systems

リベラリズムはなぜ失敗したのか
2019-11

twenty first century society is diverse and christians must be able to
understand other cultures and communicate effectively between and
among them following up on the bestselling hurt inside the world of
today s teenagers this new addition to the youth family and culture
series explores the much needed skill of cultural intelligence cq the
ability to work effectively across national ethnic and even organizational
cultures while rooted in sound scholarly research cultural intelligence is
highly practical and accessible to general readers it will benefit students
as well as guide ministry leaders interested in increasing their cultural
awareness and sensitivity packed with assessment tools simulations case
studies and exercises cultural intelligence will help transform
individuals and organizations into effective intercultural communicators
of the gospel excerpt what do you do when you encounter someone who
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isn t like you how do you feel what goes on inside you how do you relate
to him or her these are the kinds of questions we want to explore in this
book few things are more basic to life than expressing love and respect
for people who look think believe act and see differently than we do we
want to adapt to the barrage of cultures around us while still remaining
true to ourselves we want to let the world change us so that we can be
part of changing the world and we want to move from the desire to love
across the chasm of cultural difference to the ability to express our love
for people of difference relating lovingly to our fellow human beings is
central to what it means to be human and when it comes down to it
christian ministry at its core is interacting with all kinds of people in
ways that give them glimpses of jesus in us the billions of us sharing
planet earth together have so much in common we re all born we all die
we re all created in the image of god we eat sleep persevere and care
for our young we long for meaning and purpose and we develop
societies with those around us but the way we go about the many things
we have in common is deeply rooted in our unique personalities and
cultures so although we have so much in common we have as much or
more about us that s different

Nature, Environment and Culture in East
Asia
2013-07-15

this book discusses contemporary chinese philosophy it is the is the
outcome of the author s own twenty year long studies on the
relationship between modernization and chinese culture from the
perspective of cultural reconstruction and philosophical reflection the
book highlights the author s opinions and research outcomes part i
culture 1 1 the basic spirit of ancient chinese culture i schools of
thought on the basic spirit of ancient chinese culture ii the cultural spirit
with humanism as its core 2 types and characteristics of chinese culture
i the culture of ethical politics that seeks good governance ii
characteristics of the studies of ancient chinese culture 3 thinkers and
cultural traditions i thinkers and connotations of cultural traditions ii the
major cultural tradition promoted by thinkers iii the main approaches
taken by the thinkers to shaping cultural traditions iv the relationship
between thinkers and the cultural traditions v absorbing historic
resources and reconstructing the cultural traditions 4 the study of
ancient chinese culture and the spirit of the times i the connotation
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content and scope of studies of ancient chinese culture ii the essence of
the debate about ancient chinese culture is how to achieve china s
modernization iii the interaction between ancient chinese culture and
the spirit of the times 5 ancient chinese culture and the chinese spiritual
homeland i what is the spiritual homeland anient chinese culture iii
constructing the chinese spiritual homeland 6 traditional chinese
thought on humanism i the indomitable spirit of observing the way ii the
ideal of worshipping the mean and valuing harmony iii the
consciousness of tolerance of cultural china iv the conservative and
innovative consciousness of evolution v the pursuit of morality and
justice vi the function of traditional chinese humanism 7 issues of the
chinese culture and the chinese spirit i the connotation and function of
cultural spirit and national spirit ii the relationship between chinese
culture and the chinese spirit iii the innovative study of the spirit of
chinese culture iv the human spirit cultural spirit and national spirit 8
the developmental direction of chinese culture and the self improvement
of national spirit the efforts of chinese cultural modernization from the
perspective of three cultural declarations i the main content and the
value themes of the three cultural declarations ii the value of the
modern neo confucian cultural declaration iii the similarities and
differences of the three cultural declarations iv the enlightenment of the
three cultural declarations for developmental directions of chinese
culture 9 cultural criticism and the value reconstruction a prospective
look at the future of chinese culture i cultural critique values
reconstruction and civilization renaissance ii the cultural criticism and
value reconstruction in the course of modern history iii the modern
spiritual direction of reconstructing the values 10 national cultural
qualities and rebuilding the humanistic spirit i the quality of national
culture is a diverse and open system ii the value orientations of the
human spirit iii the relationship between the cultural qualities of the
nation and the spirit of humanity iv how to rebuild the human spirit v
the main contents of the new humanistic spirit vi between tradition and
modernity 11 economic globalization and the construction of national
culture i economic globalization cannot counteract cultural nationality ii
a rational view of nationalism iii adhering to and enhancing the cultural
nationality 12 cultural globalization and cultural construction in
contemporary china i cultural globalization is a factual judgment ii
cultural globalization is subordinate to cultural diversity part ii
philosophy 13 confucian cultural tradition and national cohesion i the
specifi c meaning of the traditional confucian culture and its spiritual
values ii the cultural connotation of chinese national cohesion and
modern values iii the relationship between tradition of confucian culture
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and chinese national cohesion 14 confucian culture and the construction
of a contemporary humanistic spirit i a rational pursuit of confucian
culture ii the practical needs of contemporary culture building iii the
positive value of confucian culture and the construction of contemporary
humanistic spirit 15 approaches to promoting economic development
through confucian culture i dual roles of confucian culture in economic
development ii a practical approach to promoting economic
development through confucian culture 16 modernization and
marginalization of confucianism i the origin and connotation of
modernization and marginalization of confucianism ii on the
modernization of confucianism iii on the marginalization of confucianism
iv the tension between the modernization and marginalization of
confucianism 17 confucianism and schools of thoughts in modern china i
tripartite situation of culture conservatives reformists and
revolutionaries ii academic schools of thought marxism western schools
and neo confucianism iii approaches to cultural reconstruction seeking
gradual improvement through radical means iv the contemporary fate of
confucianism 18 formation of ruling by rites in the han dynasty and its
ideological features i the embryonic stage of ruling by rites the
establishment of the country by the emperor gaozu of han to the period
of emperors wendi and jingdi of the han dynasty ii the establishment
stage of ruling by rites the periods from emperor wudi to emperors
zhaodi and xuandi of the han dynasty iii the mature stages during the
period of emperor zhangdi of the eastern han dynasty iv the ideological
characteristics of the han dynasty 19 the political philosophy of dong
zhongshu i the political theory of benevolent governance with morality
given priority over penalty ii the theory of the historical cycle of three
unities iii the theory of political order of heaven changeth not likewise
the way changeth not 20 dong zhongshu s thought on heaven and man
and its signifi cance in cultural history i the theory of mutual interaction
between heaven and humanity ii the theory of harmony between man
and nature iii the theory of the unity of nature and mankind with the
ruler in the center iv the signifi cance of dong zhongshu s theory of
nature and mankind in cultural history 21 dong zhongshu s way of
thinking i the integrated logical approach of analogy and alignment ii
the holistic intuitive and experiential way of thinking iii the reform
principles of respecting heaven and the practice of the ancient times viii
between tradition and modernity 22 the cultural interpretation of dong
zhongshu s ideal i the great aspiration and noble ideal of the unity of the
country ii the pursuit of harmony and fairness iii the strategic vision of
long term stability 23 the confucian orientation and characteristics of
the new school in kang youwei s on dong zhongshu s study of spring
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autumn i the structure of on dong zhongshu s study of spring autumn
330 ii the content and themes of on dong zhongshu s study of spring
autumn iii on dong zhongshu s study of spring autumn and the
reformation movement iv the guangdong fl avor of on dong zhongshu s
study of spring autumn 24 challenges and issues of developing
contemporary neo confucianism i the dilemma between openness and
conservatism ii the gap between the ambition of reviving confucianism
and the desolate reality of the confucian school iii the confl ict between
the traditional values and norms of back to basics and the modern
concept of openness iv the divorce between the spirit of criticism and
the consciousness of self refl ection v the paradox between the
intentions of modernizing confucianism and the reality of its
marginalization vi the total lack of an ideal carrier of confucian values
and ideals 25 a close examination of the study of chinese philosophy in
the 20th century and a prospective look at its development in the new
century i the fi rst half of the twentieth century ii the second half of the
twentieth century iii achievements and shortcomings in the century iv a
look into the new century the postscript of the english version

Cultural Intelligence (Youth, Family, and
Culture)
2009-02-01

illustrates people s different ways of life and the traditions we practice

Between Tradition and Modernity:
Philosophical Reflections on the
Modernization of Chinese Culture
2015-04-12

in her historical examination of australian society ann curthoys
considers self government and the persecution of the aboriginal
population

My Culture
2010-04-30
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china is an ancient culture but it is also a diverse culture and this series
of 10 books celebrate the diversity of chinese festival culture each book
explores and reveals insights into chinese festivals and their origins the
books discuss the origins of each festival and the lives they celebrate in
particular they highlight the unique tapestry of modern chinese life
while exploring the rich and ancient culture of the chinese people each
book is beautifully illustrated and provides a detailed examination of
each festival the series is unique in exploring the festivals of ethnic
groups in china with their unique celebrations which are less well
known outside china each book brings to life the long standing heritage
of the chinese people they examine and the joy of their festivals this
series is an essential resource for anyone keen to explore the rich
diversity of china s festival culture and includes the following the
festival of february the second the festival of march the third the lantern
festival the maguai festival of the zhuang people the peony festival the
saizhuang festival of yi ethnic group the sister rice festival the spring
festival the tibetan calendar new year the tomb sweeping day series
chinese festival culture subject subject anthropology chinese studies
asian studies cultural studies

Communication and Culture
1988

in the globalization game there are no absolute winners and losers
neither homogenisation nor diversity can capture its contradictory
movement and character the essays and papers collected here offer
from a variety of perspectives a rich exploration of creativity and
innovation cultural expressions and globalization this volume of essays
in all their diversity of contents and theoretical perspectives
demonstrates the rich value of this paradoxical oxymoronic approach
stuart hall emeritus professor of sociology at the open university volume
3 of the cultures globalization series creativity and innovations explores
the interactions between globalization and the forms of cultural
expression that are their basic resource bringing together over 25 high
profile authors from around the world this volume addresses such
questions as what impacts does globalization have on cultural creativity
and innovation how is the evolving world map of creativity related to the
drivers and patterns of globalization what are the relationships between
creative acts clusters genres or institutions and cultural diversity the
volume is an indispensable reference tool for all scholars and students of
contemporary arts and culture
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Chinese Festival Culture Series (10
Volumes)
2015-02-28

the relations of culture and politics in latin america have been
transformed in recent decades cultural politics in latin america offers
unprecedented insights into this process with contributions from leading
intellectuals and academics working in and outside the region chapters
range across fields as diverse as music and anthropology sociology and
cultural memory politics and post modern theorizing economics
communications and cultural globalization poetry narrative and drama
and all are contextualized in the extended introduction in latin america

United States Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Motion Pictures and Filmstrips,
Selected and Available for Use Abroad:
Education Section, 1958, Education and
Productivity
1959

the companion combines a broad grounding in the essential texts and
contexts of the modernist movement with the unique insights of scholars
whose careers have been devoted to the study of modernism an
essential resource for students and teachers of modernist literature and
culture broad in scope and comprehensive in coverage includes more
than 60 contributions from some of the most distinguished modernist
scholars on both sides of the atlantic brings together entries on
elements of modernist culture contemporary intellectual and aesthetic
movements and all the genres of modernist writing and art features 25
essays on the signal texts of modernist literature from james joyce s
ulysses to zora neal hurston s their eyes were watching god pays close
attention to both british and american modernism

Cultures and Globalization
2010-01-21
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consider phlebas is a space opera of stunning power and awesome
imagination from a modern master of science fiction the war raged
across the galaxy billions had died billions more were doomed moons
planets the very stars themselves faced destruction cold blooded brutal
and worse random the idirans fought for their faith the culture for its
moral right to exist principles were at stake there could be no surrender
within the cosmic conflict an individual crusade deep within a fabled
labyrinth on a barren world a planet of the dead proscribed to mortals
lay a fugitive mind both the culture and the idirans sought it it was the
fate of horza the changer and his motley crew of unpredictable
mercenaries human and machine to actually find it and with it their own
destruction praise for the culture series epic in scope ambitious in its
ideas and absorbing in its execution independent on sunday banks has
created one of the most enduring and endearing visions of the future
guardian jam packed with extraordinary invention scotsman compulsive
reading sunday telegraph the culture series consider phlebas the player
of games use of weapons the state of the art excession inversions look to
windward matter surface detail the hydrogen sonata other books by iain
m banks against a dark background feersum endjinn the algebraist

Cultural Politics in Latin America
2016-04-30

technology in irish literature and culture shows how such significant
technologies typewriters gramophones print radio television computers
have influenced irish literary practices and cultural production while
also examining how technology has been embraced as a theme in irish
writing once a largely rural and agrarian society contemporary ireland
has embraced the communicative performative and consumptive habits
of a culture utterly reliant on the digital this text plumbs the origins of
the present moment examining the longer history of literature s
interactions with the technological and exploring how the
transformative capacity of modern technology has been mediated
throughout a diverse national canon comprising essays from some of the
major figures of irish literary and cultural studies this volume offers a
wide ranging comprehensive account of how irish literature and culture
have interacted with technology
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Multicultural Education in the United
States
1996

the routledge handbook of language and culture presents the first
comprehensive survey of research on the relationship between language
and culture it provides readers with a clear and accessible introduction
to both interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary studies of language and
culture and addresses key issues of language and culturally based
linguistic research from a variety of perspectives and theoretical
frameworks this handbook features thirty three newly commissioned
chapters which cover key areas such as cognitive psychology cognitive
linguistics cognitive anthropology linguistic anthropology cultural
anthropology and sociolinguistics offer insights into the historical
development contemporary theory research and practice of each topic
and explore the potential future directions of the field show readers how
language and culture research can be of practical benefit to applied
areas of research and practice such as intercultural communication and
second language teaching and learning written by a group of prominent
scholars from around the globe the routledge handbook of language and
culture provides a vital resource for scholars and students working in
this area

A Companion to Modernist Literature and
Culture
2008-10-20

in a new reading of immanuel kant s work this book interrogates his
notions of the imagination and anthropology identifying these rather
than the problem of reason as the two central pivoting orientations of
his work such an approach allows a more complex understanding of his
critical philosophical program to emerge which includes his accounts of
reason politics and freedom as well as subjectivity and intersubjectivity
or sociabilities examining kant s theorisation of the complexity of our
phenomenological existence the author explores his transcendental
move that includes reason and understanding whilst emphasising the
importance of the faculty of the imagination to undergird both before
moving to consider kant s pluralised transcendental notion of freedom
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this outstanding book will appeal to scholars with interests in philosophy
politics anthropology and sociology working on questions of imagination
reason subjectivities and human freedom

Consider Phlebas
2008-09-04

the mission of god has a church so the church needs to be in sync with
the mission of god this is the guiding philosophy of the forge missions
training network which has helped church leaders and laypeople alike
all over the world to reach their neighbors their neighborhoods and
their communities with the gospel in these guides you and your friends
will be equipped to be missionaries where you are which is why god has
a church in the first place in culture living in the places of god you and
your friends will focus your attention on the context in which god has
placed you just as the church in the book of acts learned to constantly
ask what type of people do we need to be and what type of message do
we need to speak in order to faithfully live on mission where we find
ourselves you ll learn how to be in and for the place god has you other
volumes in the forge guides for missional conversation community living
as the people of god mission living for the purposes of god power living
by the spirit of god vision living under the promises of god

Technology in Irish Literature and Culture
2022-12-31

creative collaboration in teaching focuses on the question of how best to
facilitate creative collaboration among students in the classroom setting
with a focus on music composition and from the perspective of social
cultural psychology this book is comprehensive cutting edge and
scholarly in its approach marcelo giglio s attention to music and
creativity is detailed enough to satisfy any researcher educator or
teacher educator but at the same time his research approach classroom
observations and overriding recommendations can be easily applied to a
wide range of subject areas giglio combines a rigorous review of the
relevant literatures on creativity and social interactions with the
reporting and analysis of his own original data across the world and
then goes on to support this important work with detailed descriptions
of classroom episodes student to student and teacher to student
interactions by combining these three elements this book offers socio
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creative and pedagogical models for education in practice as well as
teacher education and research

The Routledge Handbook of Language and
Culture
2014-12-17

this book explores the demise of the grand narrative of european
modernity that once commanding narrative located the meaning of the
past in the present and the meaning of the present in an ever receding
future today instead the present defines both the past and the future the
contemporary has replaced modern and post modern self
understandings the times of the past and the future have been
transformed into versions of now while the present has acquired its own
history history of the present describes the emergence of this
contemporary historical consciousness across a wide spectrum of
cultural phenomena ranging from historiography to heritage and
museum studies and from the globalization of the novel to the rise of
science fiction the culture of the contemporary appears particularly
clearly in the merging of high and low culture along with art and fashion
this book will appeal to scholars of sociology cultural and social theory
museum and heritage studies and literary history and criticism

Kant: Anthropology, Imagination, Freedom
2020-12-30

perspectives on jewish music presents five unique and engaging
explorations of jewish music areas covered include self expression in
contemporary jewish secular music the rise of popular music in the
american synagogue the theological requirements of the cantor the role
of women in sephardic music and society and the personal reflections of
a leading figure in american synagogue music its wide ranging topics
and disciplinary approaches give evidence for the centrality of music in
jewish religious and secular life and demonstrate that jewish music is as
diverse as the jews themselves from these studies readers will gain an
appreciation of both what jewish music is and what it does this book will
be useful for students practitioners and scholars of jewish secular and
religious music and jewish cultural studies as well as ethnomusicologists
specializing in jewish or religious music
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Culture
2013-10-04

south korea republic of korea is the more successful of the two koreas in
both economic and political terms even the asian economic crisis of
1997 1998 which hit badly was weathered successfully and when the
next crisis came along in 2007 south korea coped better than many
other countries this economic strength taken with the steady progress of
democratization since 1987 indicates that when the peninsula is
eventually reunified as one day it probably will be a new unified korea
will follow the south korea model rather than that of north korea this
fourth edition of historical dictionary of the republic of korea contains a
chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography
the dictionary section has over 700 cross referenced entries on
important personalities as well as aspects of the country s politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent
resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about the republic of korea

Creative Collaboration in Teaching
2016-04-29

dramas of culture is shaped by twelve carefully interwoven
interdisciplinary essays on the role of performance as inscribed within
contemporary cultural debate part one addresses the recent cultural
turn in scholarship and public affairs and offers three provocative
discussions of its genealogy goals and shortcomings underpinning these
arguments are the key dramatic elements of language performativity
and spectacle part two stresses the constitutive roles of scene and
setting melodrama and tragic conflict for literary theory political
thought and dialectical philosophy each with direct bearings on
contemporary cultural studies parts three and four turn to the
intellectual and cultural significance of specific plays in the western
repertoire part three examines several major efforts to rethink the
nature of tragedy as a dramatic genre emphasizing its capacity to reveal
the fragility and provisionality of culture while part four focuses on
prominent examples of the shifting relations among drama history and
processes of cultural change
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Communication and Culture
1988

this dictionary presents a balanced and objective view of south korea
providing a long perspective and covering varied aspects of south
korean life domestic political and social events foreign affairs economic
and cultural developments and the men and women who have influenced
the country s history are reviewed in the more than 400 entries many of
which are new or have been updated from the first edition the dictionary
s chronology and historical narrative also updated cover the entire
history of korea for the benefit of readers who have little or no
knowledge of the overall history of the korean people the extensive
bibliography has been updated to include the most current and best
books journals and websites making this a valuable reference source for
the scholar student and general reader

History of the Present
2020-11-29

this three volume collection demonstrates the depth and breadth of
evangelical christians consumption critique and creation of popular
culture and how evangelical christians are both influenced by and
influence mainstream popular culture covering comic books to movies to
social media evangelical christians and popular culture pop goes the
gospel addresses the full spectrum of evangelical media and popular
culture offerings even delving into lesser known forms of evangelical
popular culture such as comic books video games and theme parks the
chapters in this 3 volume work are written by over 50 authors who
specialize in fields as diverse as history theology music psychology
journalism film and television studies advertising and public relations
volume 1 examines film radio and television and the internet volume 2
covers literature music popular art and merchandise and volume 3
discusses public figures popular press places and events the work is
intended for a scholarly audience but presents material in a student
friendly accessible manner evangelical insiders will receive a fresh look
at the wide variety of evangelical popular culture offerings many of
which will be unknown while non evangelical readers will benefit from a
comprehensive introduction to the subject matter
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Perspectives on Jewish Music
2009

children s book awards have mushroomed since the early twentieth
century and especially since the 1960s when literary prizing became a
favored strategy for both commercial promotion and canon making
there are over 300 awards for english language titles alone but despite
the profound impact of children s book awards scholars have paid
relatively little attention to them this book is the first scholarly volume
devoted to the analysis of anglophone children s book awards in
historical and cultural context with attention to both political and
aesthetic concerns the book offers original and diverse scholarship on
prizing practices and their consequences in australia canada and
especially the united states contributors offer both case studies of
particular awards and analysis of broader trends in literary evaluation
and elevation drawing on theoretical work on canonization and cultural
capital sections interrogate the complex and often unconscious
ideological work of prizing the ongoing tension between formalist
awards and so called identity based awards all the more urgent in light
of the we need diverse books campaign the ever morphing forms and
parameters of prizing and scholarly practices of prizing among the many
awards discussed are the pura belpré medal the inky awards the canada
governor general literary award the printz award the best animated
feature oscar the phoenix award and the john newbery medal giving due
attention to prizes for fiction as well as for non fiction poetry and film
this volume will interest scholars in literary and cultural studies social
history book history sociology education library and information science
and anyone concerned with children s literature

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of
Korea
2020-10-13

this volume of 14 original essays by historians and literary scholars
explores childhood and children s books in early modern europe 1550
1800 the collection aims to reposition childhood as a compelling
presence in early modern imagination a ready emblem of innocence
mischief and playfulness the essays offer a wide ranging basis for
reconceptualizing the development of a separate literature for children
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as central to evolving early modern concepts of human development and
socialization among the topics covered are constructs of literacy as
revealed by the figure of goody two shoes notions of pedagogy and
academic standards a reception study of children s reading based on
book purchases made by rugby school boys in the late eighteenth
century an analysis of the first international best seller for children the
abbe pluche s spectacle de la nature and the commodification of child
performers in jacobean comedies

Lands, Peoples, Cultures Series
1994-12

this volume is a collection of all new original essays covering everything
from feminist to postcolonial readings of the play as well as source
queries and analyses of historical performances of the play the merchant
of venice is a collection of seventeen new essays that explore the
concepts of anti semitism the work of christopher marlowe the politics
of commerce and making the play palatable to a modern audience the
characters portia and shylock are examined in fascinating detail with in
depth analyses of the text the play in performance and individual
characters this book promises to be the essential resource on the play
for all shakespeare enthusiasts

Dramas of Culture
2009

shakespeare in children s literature looks at the genre of shakespeare
for children considering both adaptations of his plays and children s
novels in which he appears as a character drawing on feminist theory
and sociology hateley demonstrates how shakespeare for children
utilizes the ongoing cultural capital of shakespeare and the pedagogical
aspects of children s literature to perpetuate anachronistic forms of
identity and authority

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of
Korea
2004
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this volume focuses on the de canonization processes in children s
literature considering the construction and cultural historical changes of
canons in different children s literatures chapters by international
experts in the field explore a wide range of different children s
literatures from great britain germany scandinavia the low countries
eastern and central europe as well as from non european countries such
as australia israel and the united states situating the inquiry within
larger literary and cultural studies conversations about canonicity the
contributors assess representative authors and works that have
encountered changing fates in the course of canon history particular
emphasis is given to sociological canon theories which have so far been
under represented in canon research in children s literature the volume
therefore relates historical changes in the canon of children s literature
not only to historical changes in concepts of childhood but to more
encompassing political social economic cultural and ideological shifts
this volume s comparative approach takes cognizance of the fact that if
canon formation is an important cultural factor in nation building
processes a comparative study is essential to assessing transnational
processes in canon formation this book thus renders evident the
structural similarities between patterns and strategies of canon
formation emerging in different children s literatures

Evangelical Christians and Popular Culture
2013-01-09

what exactly does one mean when idealizing tolerance as a solution to
cultural conflict this book examines a wide range of young adult texts
both fiction and memoir representing the experiences of young adults
during wwii and the holocaust author rachel dean ruzicka argues for a
progressive reading of this literature tolerance discourse and young
adult holocaust literature contests the modern discourse of tolerance
encouraging educators and readers to more deeply engage with
difference and identity when studying holocaust texts young adult
holocaust literature is an important nexus for examining issues of
identity and difference because it directly confronts systems of power
privilege and personhood the text delves into the wealth of material
available and examines over forty books written for young readers on
the holocaust and in the last chapter neo nazism the book also looks at
representations of non jewish victims such as the romani the disabled
and homosexuals in addition to critical analysis of the texts each chapter
reads the discourses of tolerance and cosmopolitanism against present
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day cultural contexts ongoing debates regarding multicultural education
gay and lesbian rights and neo nazi activities the book addresses
essential questions of tolerance and toleration that have not been
otherwise considered in holocaust studies or cultural studies of children
s literature

Prizing Children’s Literature
2016-11-10

Childhood and Children's Books in Early
Modern Europe, 1550-1800
2013-11-05

Cross-Cultural Design
2006

Voracious Children
2010-12-21

Shakespeare in Children's Literature
2016-12-01

Canon Constitution and Canon Change in
Children’s Literature
2016-11-25
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Tolerance Discourse and Young Adult
Holocaust Literature
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